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The following strategies are offered for enhancing higher order thinking skills. This listing
should not be seen as exhaustive, but rather as a place to begin.
1. Take the mystery away.
Teach students about higher order thinking and higher order thinking strategies. Help students
understand their own higher order thinking strengths and challenges.
2. Teach the concept of concepts.
Explicitly teach the concept of concepts. Concepts in particular content areas should be
identified and taught. Teachers should make sure students understand the critical features that
define a particular concept and distinguish it from other concepts.
3. Name key concepts.
In any subject area, students should be alerted when a key concept is being introduced. Students
may need help and practice in highlighting key concepts. Further, students should be guided to
identify which type(s) of concept each one is — concrete, abstract, verbal, nonverbal or process.
4. Categorize concepts.
Students should be guided to identify important concepts and decide which type of concept each
one is (concrete, abstract, verbal, nonverbal, or process).
5. Tell and show.
Often students who perform poorly in math have difficulty with nonverbal concepts. When these
students have adequate ability to form verbal concepts, particular attention should be given to
providing them with verbal explanations of the math problems and procedures. Simply working
problems again and again with no verbal explanation of the problem will do little to help these
students. Conversely, students who have difficulty with verbal concept formation need multiple
examples with relatively less language, which may confuse them. Some students are "tell me"

while others are "show me."
6. Move from concrete to abstract and back.
It can be helpful to move from concrete to abstract and back to concrete. When teaching abstract
concepts, the use of concrete materials can reinforce learning for both young and old alike. If a
person is able to state an abstract concept in terms of everyday practical applications, then that
person has gotten the concept.
7. Teach steps for learning concepts.
A multi-step process for teaching and learning concepts may include (a) name the critical (main)
features of the concept, (b) name some additional features of the concept, (c) name some false
features of the concept, (d) give the best examples or prototypes of the concept (what it is), (e)
give some non-examples or non-prototypes (what the concept isn't), and (f) identify other similar
or connected concepts.
8. Go from basic to sophisticated.
Teachers should be sure that students have mastered basic concepts before proceeding to more
sophisticated concepts. If students have not mastered basic concepts, they may attempt to
memorize rather than understand. This can lead to difficulty in content areas such as math and
physics. A tenuous grasp of basic concepts can be the reason for misunderstanding and the
inability to apply knowledge flexibly.
9. Expand discussions at home.
Parents may include discussions based on concepts in everyday life at home. The subject matter
need not relate directly to what she is studying at school. Ideas from reading or issues in local or
national news can provide conceptual material (for example, "Do you think a dress code in
school is a good idea?").
10. Connect concepts.
Teachers should lead students through the process of connecting one concept to another, and
also putting concepts into a hierarchy from small to large. For example, if the concept is
"Thanksgiving," a larger concept to which Thanksgiving belongs may be "Holidays," and an
even larger (more inclusive) concept could be "Celebrations." By doing this level of thinking,
students learn to see how many connections are possible, to connect to what they already know,
and to create a web of concepts that helps them gain more clarity and understanding.

Compare the new to the already known. Students should be asked to stop and compare and
connect new information to things they already know. For example, if they are about to read a
chapter on electricity, they might think about what they already know about electricity. They
will then be in a better position to absorb new information on electricity.
11. Teach inferring.
Students should be explicitly taught at a young age how to infer or make inferences. Start with
"real life" examples. For example, when a teacher or parent tells a child to put on his coat and
mittens or to get the umbrella before going outside, the adult may ask the child what that might
mean about the weather outside. When students are a little older, a teacher may use bumper
stickers or well-known slogans and have the class brainstorm the inferences that can be drawn
from them.
12. Teach Question-Answer Relationships (QARs).
The Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) technique (Raphael 1986) teaches children to label
the type of questions being asked and then to use this information to assist them in formulating
the answers. Two major categories of question-answer relationships are taught: (1) whether the
answer can be found in the text — "In the Book" questions, or (2) whether the reader must rely
on his or her own knowledge — "In My Head" questions.
In the book QARs
Right There:
The answer is in the text, usually easy to find; the words used to make up the questions and
words used to answer the questions are Right There in the same sentence.
Think and Search (Putting It Together):
The answer is in the story, but the student needs to put together different parts to find it; words
for the questions and words for the answers are not found in the same sentences; they come from
different parts of the text.
In my head QARs
Author and You:
The answer is not in the story; the student needs to think about what he/she already knows, what
the author tells him/her in the text, and how it fits together.
On My Own:

The answer is not in the story; the student can even answer the question without reading the
story; the student needs to use his/her own experience.
The QAR technique helps students become more aware of the relationship between textual
information and prior knowledge and enable them to make appropriate decisions about which
strategies to use as they seek answers to questions. This technique has proven to be especially
beneficial for low-achieving students and those with learning differences in the elementary
grades (Raphael 1984; Simmonds 1992).
13. Clarify the difference between understanding and memorizing.
When a student is studying, his parents can make sure that he is not just memorizing, but rather
attempting to understand the conceptual content of the subject matter. Parents can encourage the
student to talk about concepts in his own words. His parents can also play concept games with
him. For example, they can list some critical features and let him try to name the concept.
14. Elaborate and explain.
The student should be encouraged to engage in elaboration and explanation of facts and ideas
rather than rote repetition. His teachers and parents could have him relate new information to
prior experience, make use of analogies and talk about various future applications of what he is
learning.
15. A picture is worth a thousand words.
Students should be encouraged to make a visual representation of what they are learning. They
should try to associate a simple picture with a single concept.
16. Make mind movies.
When concepts are complex and detailed, such as those that may be found in a classic novel,
students should be actively encouraged to picture the action like a "movie" in their minds.
17. Teach concept mapping and graphic organizers.
A specific strategy for teaching concepts is conceptual mapping by drawing diagrams of the
concept and its critical features as well as its relationships to other concepts. Graphic organizers
may provide a nice beginning framework for conceptual mapping. Students should develop the
habit of mapping all the key concepts after completing a passage or chapter. Some students may

enjoy using the computer software Inspiration for this task.
18. Make methods and answers count.
To develop problem-solving strategies, teachers should stress both the correct method of
accomplishing a task and the correct answer. In this way, students can learn to identify whether
they need to select an alternative method if the first method has proven unsuccessful.
19. Methods matter.
To develop problem-solving strategies, teachers should give credit to students for using a stepwise method of accomplishing a task in addition to arriving at the correct answer. Teachers
should also teach students different methods for solving a problem and encourage students to
consider alternative problem-solving methods if a particular strategy proves unrewarding. It is
helpful for teachers and parents to model different problem-solving methods for every day
problems that arise from time to time.
20. Identify the problem.
Psychologist Robert Sternberg states that precise problem identification is the first step in
problem solving. According t o Sternberg, problem identification consists of (1) knowing a
problem when you see a problem and (2) stating the problem in its entirety. Teachers should
have students practice problem identification, and let them defend their responses. Using
cooperative learning groups for this process will aid the student who is having difficulty with
problem identification as he/she will have a heightened opportunity to listen and learn from the
discussion of his/her group members.
21. Encourage questioning.
Divergent questions asked by students should not be discounted. When students realize that they
can ask about what they want to know without negative reactions from teachers, their creative
behavior tends to generalize to other areas. If time will not allow discussion at that time, the
teacher can incorporate the use of a "Parking Lot" board where ideas are "parked" on post-it
notes until a later time that day or the following day.
22. Use cooperative learning often.
Many students who exhibit language challenges may benefit from cooperative learning.
Cooperative learning provides oral language and listening practice and results in increases in the
pragmatic speaking and listening skills of group members. Additionally, the National Reading

Panel reported that cooperative learning increases students' reading comprehension and the
learning of reading strategies. Cooperative learning requires that teachers carefully plan,
structure, monitor, and evaluate for positive interdependence, individual accountability, group
processing, face to face interaction, and social skills.
23. Use collaborative strategic reading.
Collaoborative Strategic Reading — CSR (Klinger, Vaughn, Dimino, Schumm & Bryant, 2001)
is another way to engage students in reading and at the same time improve oral language skills.
CSR is an ideal tactic for increasing reading comprehension of expository text in mixed-level
classrooms across disciplines. Using this tactic, students are placed into cooperative learning
groups of four to six students of mixed abilities. The students work together to accomplish four
main tasks: (1) preview (skim over the material, determine what they know and what they want
to learn), (2) identify clicks and clunks (clicks = we get it; clunks = we don't understand this
concept, idea or word), (3) get the gist (main idea) and (4) wrap up (summarize important ideas
and generate questions (think of questions the teacher might ask on a test). Each student in the
group is assigned a role such as the leader/involver/taskmaster, the clunk expert, the gist expert,
and the timekeeper/pacer (positive interdependence). Each student should be prepared to report
the on the group's conclusions (individual accountability).
24. Think with analogies, similes, and metaphors.
Teach students to use analogies, similes and metaphors to explain a concept. Start by modeling
("I do"), then by doing several as a whole class ("We do") before finally asking the students to
try one on their own ("You do"). Model both verbal and nonverbal metaphors.
25. Reward creative thinking.
Most students will benefit from ample opportunity to develop their creative tendencies and
divergent thinking skills. They should be rewarded for original, even "out of the box" thinking.
26. Include analytical, practical, and creative thinking.
Teachers should provide lesson plans that include analytical, practical and creative thinking
activities. Psychologist Robert Sternberg has developed a framework of higher order thinking
called "Successful Intelligence." After analyzing successful adults from many different
occupations, Sternberg discovered that successful adults utilize three kinds of higher order
thinking: (1) analytical (for example, compare and contrast, evaluate, analyze, critique), (2)
practical (for example, show how to use something, demonstrate how in the real world, utilize,
apply, implement), and (3) creative (for example, invent, imagine, design, show how, what

would happen if). Data show that using all three increases student understanding.
27. Teach components of the learning process.
To build metacognition, students need to become consciously aware of the learning process.
This changes students from passive recipients of information to active, productive, creative,
generators of information. It is important, then for teachers to talk about and teach the
components of the learning process: attention, memory, language, graphomotor, processing and
organization, and higher order thinking.
28. Actively teach metacognition.
Actively teach metacognition to facilitate acquisition of skills and knowledge. It is important for
students to know how they think and learn. Teach students about what Robert Sternberg calls
successful intelligence or mental self-management. Successful intelligence is a great way to
explain metacognition.
In his book entitled Successful Intelligence, Sternberg lists six components of successful
intelligence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Know your strengths and weaknesses
Capitalize on your strengths and compensate for your weaknesses
Defy negative expectations
Believe in yourself. This is called self-efficacy
Seek out role models — people from whom you can learn
Seek out an environment where you can make a difference

29. Consider individual evaluation.
Many students with higher order thinking challenges benefit from individual evaluation and
remediation by highly qualified professionals.
30. Make students your partners.
A teacher should let the student with higher order thinking challenges know that they will work
together as partners to achieve increases in the student's skills. With this type of relationship,
often the student will bring very practical and effective strategies to the table that the teacher
may not have otherwise considered.

